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f all the accessories we bolt on to our 4WDs, the good
old roof rack remains one of the most important
modifications there is. Anyone who has one will tell
you just how handy they are, offering everything
from additional storage on large trips to permanent
mounting points for lights and awnings. Not to mention somewhere to sleep
away from the crocs on a trip to the Top End!
Powerful 4x4 makes a range of quality steel roof cages for serious 4WDers.
The Powerful 4x4 team are no strangers to the aftermarket accessory game,
and have built a reputation for delivering the goods at affordable prices.
All of Powerful’s racks are manufactured to Australian standards, and
are easy to install onto any 4WDs. They come with adjustable gutter-mounts
that provide multiple contact points to the roof, giving a strong and reliable
connection. The six or eight legs (depending on the length of the rack) means
that you’re able to confidently carry your cargo over ruts and corrugated
roads without worrying about the rack rattling loose or damaging a single
point on your roof over time.
There are a few different models ranging from full-length cages to
tradesmen specials and racks designed to hold rooftop tents. Each rack has
a base made from heavy-duty steel mesh – strong enough to double as tiedown points without adding much to the overall weight of the rack.
The full-length cages have proven to be very handy when throwing all
sorts of cargo on the roof. We’ve found their high sides are perfect for stacking
eskies, swags, tents, firewood and plenty more without a hassle. They’ve got
additional steel tie-down hooks welded to the outside, so there are plenty
of places to hook a strap or tie a rope along the rack when it comes time to
securing your load.

Whatever your need,
Powerful 4x4 has a
roof rack to suit

The rooftop tent models are versatile as they’re designed to mount
Powerful 4x4’s tents, as well as their competitor’s models too! When not
driving around with a tent on top, these racks are still more than capable of
holding plenty of gear, as the steel bars around the front give you something
secure to strap heavy cargo against.
Apart from their versatility, the rack’s ability to hold permanent
aftermarket accessories has also proved to be a major strength.
Each Powerful 4x4 rack has front and rear-mounting points perfect for
spotlights or work lights. These can be fitted without compromising the
rack’s carrying capacity, or getting in the way of a rooftop tent. In addition,
the racks are designed to carry essential recovery gear like a long-handled
shovel and high-lift jack, giving 4WDers a safe and convenient place to store
these until they’re required. In addition, hanging an awning off the other side
of the rack is a simple job that opens up plenty of comforts when rolling out
the swag or preparing a camp feast in the rain.
Because of the nature of epic trips, where our gear is constantly being
pushed to its limits, there’s no substitute for quality accessories. Adventurers
need to be able to rely on something as important as their roof rack, as it’s an
essential part of their 4WD. From storing spare fuel, supplies and camping
gear right up to your rooftop tent, it’s important to have confidence in your
rack and its ability to last the distance.
Bolt a Powerful 4x4 rack to your roof and take comfort in the fact that
it’s one less thing you have to worry about. Like a good mate, it’ll ride every
rough track with you and won’t quit when it’s pushed hard.
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“The rack’s ability
to hold permanent
aftermarket
accessories has also
proved to be a
major strength”
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